Unremembered, will be released next February). In
written word. After penning five contemporary pieces, she
briefly for MGM, Jessica Brody switched her focus to the
warning that there will be a dessert bar.
Bouchercon 2014: Murder at the Beach
Long Beach
Thursday, November 13 – Sunday, November 16
Bouchercon is the Annual World Mystery Convention, where
every year, readers, writers, publishers, editors, agents,
bookellers and other lovers of crime fiction gather for a long
weekend of education, entertainment, and fun. Join
hundreds of fellow fans of crime fiction, along with published
authors, aspiring writers, librarians, large and small
publishers, editors, agents, and bookellers. The con offers panel discussions
and other programming, many author signing sessions, a book
room (where you will find Mysterious Galaxy), and award
ceremonies, movie nights, and parties. Guests of Honor
include Toastmaster Simon Wood; American Guest of Honor
J.A. Jance; International Guest of Honor Edward Marston;
Young Adult Guest of Honor Susan Dennison; and Lifetime Achievement Award recipient Jeffrey Deaver.

Cozy Mystery Event with
Diane Vallera, author of the Mad for
Mod and The Style and Error series, premieres the first in an all new
Highly recommended, Sandy featured.
Kate Carlisle, author of the Bibliophile mysteries, brings us a new heroine,
Victorian-home restorer Shannon Hammer, in her northern California
debut, A High-End Finish.
Hannah Dennison brought us four Vicky Hill mysteries before she introduced TV
celebrity host Kat Stanford in Monday at Honeychurch Hall earlier this year.
Dorothy Howell, who’s written for three major New York
publishing houses, has two books this year in her two series:
Beach Burgs and Burglaries and Fatal Luck.
The prolific Sue Ann Jaffarian showcased her latest
Oddelia Grey mystery, Hell on Wheels.
Juliet Blackwell also authored the Haunted Home
Renovation Mysteries, released her sixth Witchcraft Mystery, A – Z.
This past summer.
Linda O. Johnson, the mind behind the Pat Rescue
mysteries, will discuss October’s Supernesty Mystery release,
Lost Under a Ladder.
The seven authors will both entertain and educate any fan of
crime fiction, reading, or writing.
Looking Ahead:
Rep Picks at the Redondo Beach Library – December 6.
Stay tuned to our web event calendar for more opportunities
to participate in literary events in our community? Planning a
community event? Let us know how we can partner with you
or your organization!

GREAT NEW BOOKS ... SELECTED BY OUR STAFF!

Science Fiction
Witches of the Child by Steven Erikson
The day after tomorrow an alien species Transcends on our
doorstep leaving their toys behind – loaded guns in the hands
of a bunch of children who shouldn’t be trusted. Humans,
from species on the way one day, into intergalactic
interlopers the next. A century or so later and ... “These are
the vanguards of the starship A.S.F. Willful Child. Its ongoing
mission: to seek out strange worlds on which to plant
the Terran flag, to subjugate and if necessary obliterate new life-
forms to hold those off the ...” Turns out the universe is just
chock-full of Idols ... and we fit in quite well. Herein lies the
discovery of the whimsical man’s De Lusse Café: an exclusive restaurant for Gabrone’s most
fashionable diners. Fans of the acclaimed series won’t want to
miss this delightful evening with their favorite author who has
written over twenty novels and over 20 million copies
worldwide of The No. 1 Ladies Detective Agency series alone.
and did we mention there will be a dessert bar?

The Abyss Beyond Dreams by Peter F. Hamilton
Once more into the Void, dear friends,
and around So Cal...